The State of Health Information Exchange
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Introduction

Since 1998, when the US government committed approximately 30 billion dollars over 10 years [1] to promoting the use of electronic health records (EHRs) through the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act, a great deal of effort has been made to address how EHRs could be adopted by US care providers and used to improve quality of care through the sharing of important health information. Along with funding, specific meaningful use objectives have been developed for staged implementations [1].

One proposed mechanism for exchanging health information is health information exchange (HIE), defined as the “electronic movement of health-related information among organizations, according to nationally recognized standards” [2]. An analysis of HIE has associated it with meaningful cost savings [3]. An important problem, however, is that many proprietary EHRs are not designed for exchange, and individual institutional attempts to facilitate exchange have proven tedious and expensive. Moreover, existing Web-based mechanisms are still too underdeveloped and technically involved for widespread use [4]. In response, regional health information organizations (RHIOs) have been created to facilitate regional information exchange. These organizations have a simple design intended to allow direct information exchange and rapport among local stakeholders, and they have been received favorably in early pilot testing [5].

While the RHIO is excellent in concept, its sustained implementation may prove challenging. Because they are created within open systems, RHIOs face larger barriers to HIE than do efforts within closed, umbrella systems like that used in the Veterans Health Administration. Also, RHIOs have a considerable failure rate [6].

To better understand the effectiveness of RHIOs around the country and to determine whether they are meeting standards of meaningful use, Adler-Milstein et al. [4] recently reviewed the current incentive structure around HIEs and found that the majority of existing RHIOs did not meet financial viability criteria. Those that did represented a minority of US hospitals and ambulatory practices, and only a small proportion of these hospitals were operational and meeting meaningful use standards that could achieve projected HIE benefits. Although the study was limited by self-reporting and the potential for incomplete capture of all HIE efforts, it importantly questioned the sustainability of current HIE systems.

This issue appears to be of particular concern given the low participation rates among community primary care providers.

Fontaine et al. [2] recently conducted a qualitative study of multiple small practices in Minnesota, a region with a much higher rate of EHR implementation than the national average. They found that no practice was fully involved with regional HIE; the most important barriers included cost, lack of standardized language or measures, concerns over the security of transferred information, and limited support for maintenance. Physicians also cited a lack of shared vision and sustainable business models as important barriers to HIE engagement, and many admitted to piecemeal engagement in information exchange with local stakeholders with whom they were not competing. Ultimately, the study highlighted the need for economic and leadership incentives to increase the participation of small practices in regional HIE initiatives.

These findings suggest that effective regional HIE will occur only with sustainable economic models and institutional buy-in across various types of care providers. However, there are several important challenges to these efforts. First, many existing RHIOs do not meet meaningful use standards and could have difficulties realizing the cost savings and benefits associated with HIEs. Because government funding has already been designated for further EHR development, existing RHIOs must make considerable progress to keep stride with current implementation plans and to appropriately obtain and use future funding. Given the current variability in the state of US RHIOs, more rigorous, objective evaluation of existing initiatives is needed to substantiate the efficiency, safety, and quality gains that RHIOs are believed to produce [6].

Second, sustaining financial viability beyond federal support may be a considerable challenge. Although the government has invested considerable funding in promoting the meaningful use of HIEs [7], it is clear that the funding will be temporary and that, eventually, financial responsibility will shift considerably from the federal government toward states and healthcare providers. And although the majority of RHIO participants are large hospitals rather than ambulatory practices, it is likely that buy-in from community practices will be crucial to preserving HIE funding. This buy-in will be difficult to obtain; data suggest that these smaller practices face some of the largest barriers to HIE and may be least able to secure government reimbursements via meaningful use guidelines. To address these cost and sustainability
problems, some authors have suggested the creation of policies through state and RHIO partnerships, but given the short-term nature of federal funding and uncertainty regarding states’ willingness to accept financial liability, there are valid concerns about how quickly, if at all, these proposed benefits can be realized.

As David Blumenthal, the former US National Coordinator for Health Information Technology, noted recently, there are other important, high-level barriers to the wider implementation and meaningful use of HIEs, including interoperability, usability, and security of health information [7]. These will all need careful attention. But given the current state of HIE and the upcoming plans to expand on existing efforts, it seems most prudent at this time to focus energy and resources on increasing the number of groups that meet national standards and piloting economic models that can leverage buy-in from a broader range of practices. Only then can the United States take the next step toward creating what everyone hopes will become a streamlined, secure, and integrated health information system.
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